Colorado Intelligence Exchange Mission
Enabling cyber security in Colorado through timely interagency incident communication and security
information exchange that serves Colorado’s state, county, municipal and tribal agencies.

Vision
A well-informed, highly collaborative and proactive security community state-wide.

Scope
A public agency includes any Colorado-based government organization that serves citizens at the State,
Tribal, County or Municipal level.

Membership
Community membership will be limited to those assigned information and/or cyber security governance
responsibility within a Colorado-based public agency; the individual must be directly employed by the
agency.

Tactical Objectives & Goals
The Exchange will achieve its mission through the identification of communication requirements,
selection of a technical solution to enable communication and governance of the exchange process and
solution. Any solution used in furtherance of the Exchange mission must meet the following mandatory
(M) requirements and be capable of supporting future state communication by addressing preferred (P)
requirements in its roadmap.
1. Must enable real-time incident notification between public agencies using email that can be
initiated by the impacted agency. (M)
2. Must employ real-time, or near real-time, notification alerting to participating agencies via
industry standard communication technologies. (M)
3. Will not be administered or resourced by a sole SLTT member agency. (M)
4. Should be extensible to include chat, landline, cellular, Internet-based telephony, or another
current communication standard other than email. (P)
5. Should have situational awareness and “Command Center” capabilities that will allow for a
single point of management for discussion, while still supporting updates from responders. (P)
6. Should retain notifications and response sessions in an archival format and be searchable by
membership using tags or keyword. (P)
7. Should have a directory capability that allows for member profiles containing contact
information, areas of proficiency and areas of interest, and is searchable using tags or keyword
search. (P)
8. Should provide a forum capability to allow for discussion on non-threat response subjects that is
searchable based upon tag or keyword. (P)

